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COVID-19: Worker Health in Public Health
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New funds are in the “Funds of Work”

Restaurant Opportunities Centers United is providing assistance in the Los Angeles region.

Please join us in thanking Linda for her many years of leadership and service. Healthcare workers are the true heroes of this pandemic, and your well-being is important to us. That is why we are providing this opportunity to support workers.

The impact of COVID-19 is unprecedented, and many workers need assistance. We are excited to share that we recently welcomed three new members to the Worksafe Board.

Laura Boatman
We are excited to share that we recently welcomed three new members to the Worksafe Board, and their expertise and commitment to worker health and safety will be invaluable.

We are supporting ROC United to donate to the disaster relief fund. Thank you for supporting ROC United here.

We are working to bring justice and power to the California workplace in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The “Future of Work” and the “social compact” that the Commission is tasked with developing “a new social compact for California workers, based on our economic system, protection from the racism that too often surges during public health crises.

COVID-19 has thrust worker safety and health into the spotlight — occupational health and safety are critical, foundational issues that must be considered in light of day-to-day realities facing vulnerable workers.

Worksafe’s mission is to bring justice and power to the California workplace in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic.